Council the 19th
Member announcements
Tuesday – howls moving castle- miyazaki night continues.
also Friday we are going to watch ---wes- tomorrow is the deadline to vote. elections in November 4.
shit is important wes says.
Natalia- EOP conversation at dinner next Friday.
Graham- who wants to do HI this week?
Something with hand towels? Putting eyelets in handtowels. Grommetting.
Manager Announcements
Kelly- have people been taking their showers in less than five minutes?
Also we are implementing a house compost system. Animal waste is going to get its
own compost system. Egg shells are non-animal waste.
If it is a mix- do the animal waste one.
Maria interjects in order to announce food. “Where my team at?!”
This is left over reinvention theme. woo.
Matt made a smorgasbord of a meal. There’s a lot of stuff.
Graham: please do your HI. If you don’t do it- we will hate you. You will be fined $65 if
you don't do it. Please do the grommetting. Please. it will come back to haunt you. Email
him if you want to do it.
David: house is looking shitty. we have habitability coming up. Everyone step it up! WE
are blowing hours. uh oh.
Crystal: dish run is not a workshift- but you should not hoard dishes.
David: Michelle is coming. There will be a lot to do if you want!!
Crystal: please read our email!
There will be a nobel laurate, should the house be dirty?
Sara: take the Tuesday put away shift.
Maya: paid or double hours on Wednesday if you help out.
CHANGE IN late policy. tell a friend if you want one- this will help us not have
Aron: Tuesday I am getting more over the counters stuff. Tell me.
steph: we are not going to have media coverage on Wednesday but hopefully another
time. Thanks for everyone who has filled out the substance free survey. We will have
discussions.

Matt: tomorrow we are going to check your room.
Jake: board rep, we have a better IT request form and study room formed. also
requesting themes for next minutes.
Roman: contact David and crystal about workshift. Like the cost co we need to have put
away. Read my emails.
Also we have a vitamix!
Zach:
thanks for participating. talk to him if you want to talk about the social fee thang.
Rodrigo: Tuesday there will be a screening of a sports ?
Wednesday: Robert hass is coming. everyone is stoked.
Friday: a meeting for activists.
Maria: on Friday the Berkeley student food collective will be here on Friday to use our
kitchen from like 10-1. Just going to use the kitchen. It’s for a kombucha party that will
be on the glade?
Steph
Photo Board Reimbursement (A) – 5 m
“$30 Request for photo prints to fill the photo board on the wall outside of the downstairs study room-- a
photo board with the pictures and names of all of the members and boarders of the house!
This will come out of the house account.” – Stephanie
Pros

Cons

Other

We can just pretend it’s last Sunday
- Steph
Photo Board is cool - Zach

Bad Practice Steph

Under limit for what we even need to vote
on? - Perth
Can this come from social?

passes.
House will refund Steph the amount of 30$.

Photo board. 30$ please? pretend I did this last Sunday before I made the board.
IF you want to redo it, you can. just holla.
L is photo bored. Lets vote.
Seconded. Called to question.
passes.
Kelly
asking for $600 to collect rain water.
Money will come from the HAPS account- which has $8000.
Passes..
Passes 36-0-2

HAPS (House Approved ProjectS): Cloyne Water Catchment System (A) – 5 m
Proposed budget: $600 from HAPS budget
-materials
-cost of labor
I propose that we build a 440 gallon rain catchment system for Cloyne. This can be immediately be used
for watering our garden and eventually probably be used to fill the hot tub. Rain water (if not super
acidified) is better for our plants than processed water from EBMUD. This is a great way to utiltize free
resources. This system will be build with longevity in mind.
The project would require with roughly 20 hours of paid work or with Cloyne house members House
Improvement required work hours. Graham and myself will be managing the execution of the project.
Planned to be finished this semester.

Pro

Con

Other

8000 in this account.
would save water and water plants.
barrels can be decorated.

Passes 36-0-2

Kelly further
Feed Me Jack Regular Practice Schedule and Storage Space (A) – 15 m
Part One:
I would like to request that we allow Feed Me Jack practice and record in our band room (in basement) on
a semi-permanent basis. They visited and practiced on Monday and really enjoyed/appreciated us letting
them use the room. They would love to be able to practice here regularly. I propose that we give them the
ability to reserve the band room for up to 6 hours continuously, within appropriate time frames. I suggest
anytime before 8:00pm on all nights except Friday and Saturday night, where they could practice until
midnight. They would give me notice and I would relay the reservation to the listserv.
Part Two:
Feed Me Jack has a lot of gear. We have rooms in the basement that are not being used in any way
whatsoever. I would like to offer them our old "garden storage room" as a storage location for their gear.
As opposed having them pay money as compensation, they would dedicate time and their own resources
to the development and improvement of our band room. I suggest that a house member use this
opportunity to get HI -that room needs some TLC.
Pro

Con

Other

Not too much of a nuisance last
time.
could improve band room for
compensation.
Not Dark Room, other room
They’re totes going to play some
shows for us
Other people could use the
storage room too, because they
don’t have THAT much stuff

can they come weekend
nights?
Sage: i can hear them.
Need to talk directly to the
rooms above.house members
should have priority?

8 pm school nights
10-11 weekend nights.

room shouldn’t be just for that
band

Mitar I want to soundproof it!

The storage room they use should
be made to a general storage
room. That could be their project.

Mitar can sell the instruments for
$$$$
Kelly will have the key

Vote 1:
Feed Me Jack will practice. three week practice trial. West wing will be consulted.
Will notify 24 hours before.
Passes 32-2-0.
Vote 2
Gear storage.
Feed me jack has rights to store stuff in the ex garden room- room past free pile.
KElly will have the key. Will revisit.
Passes. 20-2-6.

Feed Me Jack and their further presence.
What would we do about storage?
garage or dark room, no.
Maybe they could use own resources and time in improving the music room
Zach: I think we should get a time sheet so all of w1 would know when they want to be
quiet. Could always be posted on band room.
Lilly: can we please talk to everyone?
They are down for the substance free policy.
L: no on the dark room.
Mitar: I think we were going to move stuff into those smaller rooms.
There are different interests for the basement less we forget.
Steph codes away like she is cool.
Drew: music room isn’t louder than the weights.
Zach motions to add five more minutes to the second part of the discussion.
Part one and part two are two separate things now.
passes.
Part One
Jake motions to have a three week trial period.
Mitar what about sound proofing?—says they cannot practice until the soud proofing
happens.
Sage: how about after the three week trial?
Seconded. Called to question.
NO QUORUM.
Passes..
Part two
Zach: Band room is currently locked. so could we change this to make the band room
open and maybe make a storage locker for instruments in general?

Kelly: amps and speakers doe?
People shouldn't steal things.
Kelly- do thye get a key?or do I have?
SAGE I think you handle it.
Passes.
Hackerspace Whiteboard Purchase (A) – 10 m
“passing $120 from the academic theme budget. This $120 would be used to buy four Thrifty White 32 sq.
ft. Hardboard Panel Boards. This is enough whiteboard material to cover the South, West, and East walls
with 4ft tall whiteboard all the way around. This omits
Should this pass I believe either the Operations Manager or the Executive Director would need to give it
final approval for it to come from the Academic theme budget.” – Spencer Hitchcock, Mitar sponsors
motion
Pro

Con

we have 5000 in this budget
everyone likes white boards

Other
We have 70 markers

passes 29-0-0

\
Mitar: covering the study rooms in study rooms.
we have thousands of markers.
no graham bought 70.
lost quorum.
Vote
29-0-0
Old Clone Relations (D) – 10 m
We have been specially invited to Ridge's band night next Friday to get things going.
There is also talk about hosting the third annual Bug Banquet where old clones would be invited.” Natalia
Pro

Con

Other

Ridge is stronghold of Cloyne
diaspora- it is chill they invited
us to their band night.

how far will we go? Bugs?!

Go to Ridge of Friday - they invited us
and we won’t need to pay.
dress up in any era of time (except
now).

Jake I believe in love. I think
we need us to get together.

They just want us to eat
bugs.

Kelly - lets intentionally make
this happen.

Disgruntled alumni guests.
It won’t be perfect, but
nobody said it was easy.

“its awesome”
bugs are efficient protein
source.

were they sober?

Bug party was an old clone thing where
you eat bugs and it was successful and
this is how they wanted to connect with
us

Zach
Everyone is invited to Ridge- their band night.
We don't need to pay- do have to dress up.
Bug party!
straw poll on if people are enthusiastic: do think so .
aron: cant be a party right. teach about drugs..
has to be less than 50 people
Kelly: lets have further discussion.
Xach: will see after ridge.
Academic Lecture Series (D) – 10 m
“Cloyne TF would like to get a sense of the scale that Cloyne would like for its annual academic lecture
series (which is one of the stipulations that came along with the donor money to turn Cloyne into an
academic themed house). I would like maybe 15 minutes. It would probably be a straw poll.” - Natalia
Could be a topic or a personality based lecture.
The lecture would be more open and more institutional. WOuld probably go to our academic theme
managers.
Still are working out what this would look like.
Pro

Con

Clofo Update (D) – 10 m
“Additionally, I'd like a little bit of time to give a Cloyne TF update/report. I leave it to your discretion to
determine how much time that should take.” - Natalia

One cool thing we decided in cloyne task force: academic theme budget- we vote in council
and then it is enacted. woo.
central is willing to supplement money to subsidize our cool academic things.
HOw is cloyne fitting into the BSC mission?
We will discuss how EOP students feel in the space as one metric.

have an endowment of 33000. this money is only for the lecture series.
we have 5000 to host events.
Graham sits in the corner and carves into the pole he is sitting next to
We do not have a lot of money yet. We can add money to it!
What should our academic lecture look like?
Mitar: would it be over the house or the managers?
Natalia: The academic lecture would be more institutional.
Graham: should it be BSC or house wide?
I think topic or person issue and then BSC or house.

Kim is going to talk to the benefactors and figure it out.
12-1 on Wednesday the task force is going to be meeting.
Justin: I think it would be nice to have both. that is more intimate ones and bigger ones.
House council should have a say---- direction for academic theme managers.
DOWN. said Natalia.
First question should be personality or topic and then further it more.
seems to be an even split between the personality and topic.
Matilda: we don't have to pick. Claire- I was going to say that.
Sage: I think we should have a combination too- the binaries are tough.
fuck binaries says L.
Mitar: we have had mostly singular people and we could have more panels and it is
cool.
Council is done.

